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THE TRAVELS OF
MONSI EUR MONE T
A Geographical Chronology
hannah roc c h i

L E H AV R E

Oscar-Claude Monet was born in Paris on November 14,
1840, the son of Claude-Alphonse, a commercial ofcer,
and Louise-Justine Aubrée. From 1845 on he grew up in
the port city of Le Havre in Normandy, his father having
found employment in the trading house of his brotherin-law, Jacques Lecadre. The Lecadres owned a house
three kilometers away in the little shing village of
Sainte-Adresse, which as a burgeoning bathing resort
was much loved by the Monets. Claude attended the
local high school beginning in 1851 and there received
his rst drawing lessons. His earliest surviving sketches
dating from 1856 show caricatures of his teachers and
the landscapes of Le Havre. When Monet’s mother died,
in 1857, Claude and his elder brother, Léon, moved in
with their aunt, Marie-Jeanne Lecadre, who would
become very important to him and support him in his
pursuit of an artistic career. As an amateur painter with

a studio of her own, she had connections to local artists
and made sure that her nephew could continue his
drawing lessons in Le Havre. Monet’s caricatures soon
attracted notice and were exhibited at the local stationer’s, Gravier, who also sold paints and frames. This
brought his work to the attention of Eugène Boudin,
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a former partner in the business, who became Monet’s
new teacher. Boudin invited the young Monet to join
him on plein air painting expeditions around Le Havre,
an experience that made a lasting impression on his
pupil. Monet twice applied for a municipal scholarship,
but was turned down both times. Despite moving to
Paris to take painting lessons there in 1859, Monet repeatedly returned to Le Havre, including in 1862, when
after a year of military service in Algeria he had to return to France on grounds of poor health. Later that
year he was discharged from military service thanks
to the replacement fee paid by his aunt. It was in the
summer of that year that he met the Dutch painter
Johan Barthold Jongkind and claimed to have found
in him his “true teacher.” He also spent the months
May to November 1864 painting landscapes in and
around Le Havre. His lover and future wife, Camille
Doncieux, gave birth to their rst child, Jean-ArmandClaude Monet, in Paris in 1867; yet, urged by his father,
who was against the relationship, to leave Paris, the
painter spent the summer without them, painting
seascapes, gardens, gural compositions, and regattas
in Sainte-Adresse. A year later he won a silver medal
at the Le Havre art show. After the death of his aunt,
in 1870, followed by that of his father just a year later,
his visits to Le Havre became less frequent. At the same
time, he was drawn more to the towns further up the
Normandy coast, to Étretat, Fécamp, and Pourville,
where he found even more impressive subjects for
paintings.

PA R I S

Monet, who was born in Paris, returned to the capital in
the spring of 1859 to visit the Salon and take painting
lessons. During his stays in “chaotic Paris” he incurred
numerous expenses, which he was able to defray thanks
only to the support of his father and his aunt. Instead of
enrolling at the atelier of the painter Thomas Couture
for the preparatory course for admission to the École

des Beaux-Arts, he chose the academy of Charles Suisse,
where he probably met Camille Pissarro. After his
discharge from the army in 1862, Monet returned to
Paris and there joined the studio of the Swiss history
painter Charles Gleyre, where he made the acquaintance of Alfred Sisley, Frédéric Bazille, and PierreAuguste Renoir. Two years later, when Gleyre ran into
nancial difculties and had to close his studio, Monet’s
father provided him with the funds he needed to rent a
studio together with Bazille on the rue de Furstenberg.
Renoir, Sisley, Pissarro, and even Paul Cézanne were
all regular visitors there. Monet was experimenting
with gural paintings at the time, including his large
Déjeuner sur l’herbe (1865–66). When their money

troubles came to a head in January 1866, Monet and
Bazille had no choice but to relinquish their shared
space. Monet then rented a small studio of his own
on the place Pigalle, and it was there that he engaged
Camille Doncieux, the woman he would marry in 1870,
to sit for him. His painting of the nineteen-year-old
Camille (Camille, or La Femme à la robe verte, 1866),
was accepted for the Salon and not only won fulsome
praise from the critic Émile Zola, but also aroused
the interest of Édouard Manet. Together with other
Impressionists, Monet founded the Société anonyme
coopérative des artistes peintres, sculpteurs, graveurs,
etc., whose rst group show was held in the studio
of the photographer Nadar on the boulevard des
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Capucines in Paris in 1874. Among the works exhibited
was Monet’s work Impression, soleil levant, painted in
Le Havre in 1872. The show was savaged by the critics,
who in a play on the title of Monet’s painting derided
it as an “exhibition of impressionists.” Monet tended to
nd his subjects in the suburbs of Paris rather than in
the capital itself, one exception being Saint-Lazare railway station, which he captured on several canvases in
1877. When Monet moved to Vétheuil, in 1878, he held
onto a small studio in Paris, even if he used it mainly
as a showroom for art dealers and potential collectors.
When Monet’s patron Ernest Hoschedé declared bankruptcy, in 1877, he had no choice but to sell his large
collection of works by the Impressionists a year later.
It was through the sale of Hoschedé’s paintings that
Monet met the collector and gallerist Georges Petit,
who in the world of Impressionism would soon come to
rival the art dealer Paul Durand-Ruel. In 1882 DurandRuel himself commissioned Monet with several still lifes
for his home on the rue de Rome. In 1914, in Giverny,
Monet began work on his last major project, the famous
Grandes Décorations, and after his death, in 1927, twentytwo of these large-format paintings of water lilies were
installed in the Musée de l’Orangerie in Paris.

T H E N O R M A N DY C OA S T

to the coast, this time to the shing village of Pourville.
This was a landscape of rugged cliffs with several
subjects of interest to him, among them the customs
ofcer’s house near Varengeville. Furthermore, the
beaches were deserted in the winter months, making
them ideal for painting. Monet began several new series, sometimes working on eight canvases at once so
that he needed help transporting his equipment and
canvases from one place to another. In the 1880s, when
sales of his paintings began to pick up and his nancial
situation became less dire, Monet was at last able to
rent a holiday home in Pourville. His new partner, Alice
Hoschedé, and her daughter Blanche, who also painted,
often accompanied him on his painting expeditions
there, and he received visits from both Durand-Ruel
and Renoir. In January 1883 Monet visited the village

Although his career necessitated ever more frequent
trips to Paris, in 1868 Monet wanted to make a home for
himself, his partner Camille Doncieux, and their son,
Jean, in Normandy. He wrote to Bazille that he could
not imagine spending longer than a month at a time in
Paris and that whatever he might paint on the coast of
Normandy would be very different from anything produced in the French capital. The cliffs near Fécamp that
he painted in early 1881 show how his style of painting
was already beginning to change, how his once idyllic
landscapes were becoming wilder. Monet spent a few
months in Poissy near Paris beginning in December of
that year, but found the village uninspiring and returned
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of Étretat, famed for its precipitous cliffs and arches,
and there found several motifs right in front of the
hotel. He also sought out remote beaches with views
of the Manneporte Arch, which he proceeded to paint
in different light conditions, often working on several
canvases at once. While painting on a secluded beach on
November 27, 1885, Monet miscalculated the incoming
tide and was hurled against the face of a cliff by a wave.
He told Alice that his brush and painting equipment
had fallen into the sea, but that what annoyed him most
was that the wave had washed away the canvas he was
working on. Monet nished all of his over fty paintings
of Étretat in his studio in Giverny, which by then had
become his permanent home.

cancer. Their nancial situation had deteriorated and
they were no longer able to pay their servants. As a
devout Christian, Alice Hoschedé took it upon herself
to ensure that the Monets, who had married in a civil
ceremony only, received the blessing of the Church for
their union and that Camille Monet was given the last
rites. Camille died on September 5, 1879, in Vétheuil
and was buried in the cemetery there. The winter of
1879–80 was exceptionally cold and the Seine froze
over. On January 5, 1880, the Hoschedé-Monet family
awoke to the sound of the ice breaking apart, and Monet
spent the next few days painting dozens of impressions
of this spectacle. As Ernest Hoschedé mainly resided
in Paris and visited his family only occasionally, Monet

ON THE SEI NE: ARGENTEU I L ,
VÉTHEUIL, AND POISSY

On December 21, 1871, Monet rented a house in Argenteuil, a suburb northwest of Paris that allowed him to
live in the country but remain within easy reach of the
city. Thanks to the sale of several paintings as well as
Camille’s dowry and inheritance, the Monets were able
to employ three servants and Monet himself bought a
boat that he converted into a oating studio. Argenteuil
became an important center for the Impressionists;
Cézanne, Manet, Pissarro, Sisley, and Renoir all visited
Monet there. In 1873 Monet met Gustave Caillebotte.
One motif that Monet found especially interesting was
the railway bridge of Argenteuil. It was destroyed in
the Franco-Prussian War but rebuilt soon afterward,
making it a symbol of French resilience—and further
evidence of Monet’s general interest in bridges.
In 1878 the Monets moved to Vétheuil, a little
village on the Seine, some sixty kilometers away from
Paris. As Monet’s patron Hoschedé was undergoing
nancial difculties at the time, he and his wife, Alice,
and their six children shared a house with the Monets.
Monet’s wife, Camille, had just given birth to their
second son, Michel, but was already ill with cervical

and Alice lived more or less alone with their children
in Vétheuil, and before long they were rumored to be
having an affair. In 1881 they decided to move again.
Monet had been unable to nd a suitable school for
his son Jean, and Alice was considering whether to
return to Ernest in Paris with the children. In the end,
however, both Monet and Alice moved to Poissy in December of that year. When Poissy proved uninspiring,
however, the two families resumed their quest for the
perfect home, which they would nd in Giverny in
1883, some seventy kilometers northeast of Paris.
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Doge’s Palace, and the church of San Giorgio Maggiore.
When the pair left Venice again, in December 1908,
Monet consoled himself with the thought that he would
return there the following year, although he already had
an inkling that that was “a forlorn hope.” Even so, the
1912 Claude Monet: Venise exhibition, comprising twentynine views of Venice and held at the Galerie BernheimJeune, was a great success.

ROUEN

ON THE MEDITERRANEAN

In December 1883 Monet accompanied Renoir on a
short trip to the Mediterranean. They traveled from
Marseille to Genoa and visited Cézanne in L’Estaque.
Monet was especially taken with the little town of
Bordighera on the Ligurian Riviera and vowed to return
there in January 1884, this time without Renoir, in order
to paint in peace. The three-week stay originally planned
eventually turned into three months, during which Monet
explored the region, visited several mountain villages,
and admired the wonderful gardens of Francesco
Moreno, where to his great delight he was able to paint
palms. The colors and new motifs brought Monet close
to despair, and he complained to Alice of how difcult
it was to paint the landscape as it really looked. Visibly
fascinated by the warm light of the Mediterranean, he
declared that he would need a palette of diamonds and
jewels to capture its féerique (magical) atmosphere.
Although in her replies Alice made no secret of her
displeasure at the painter’s constant absences, Monet
chose to linger in the south and continued the series
he had just begun. He also traveled to Cap Martin and
to Monte Carlo, painting as he went. In January 1888
he painted several views of Antibes.
In late September 1908 he visited Venice—one of
only a few trips undertaken together with Alice—where
he was especially impressed by the Grand Canal, the

Léon Monet, who ran the Rouen branch of a Swiss
chemical company, was on good terms with his younger
brother, Claude. Jean, the elder of Monet’s two sons,
would later work for Léon, providing the painter with
another good reason for visiting Rouen. It was probably
at his brother’s instigation that Monet took part in the
23ème Exposition municipale des Beaux-Arts, in Rouen
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in March 1872. Monet discovered his fascination with
the Gothic towers of Notre-Dame de l’Assomption, the
cathedral in Rouen, which would become such a major
preoccupation of his later years. He had planned to
return to Rouen for longer painting projects as early as
the spring of 1891, but in the end was too busy expanding his garden in Giverny to leave. In February 1892,
however, he was offered the use of an empty apartment
that looked out onto the cathedral’s west façade. In
March of that year he took lodgings above a boutique
that offered a similar view but from a slightly different
angle. While in Rouen he worked on nine canvases at
the same time, painting from early morning to late
evening. The intensity was not without consequences,
and Monet was aficted by nightmares in which the
cathedral—“it seemed to be blue, pink, or yellow”—
came crashing down on top of him. The constantly
changing light drove Monet almost to despair, and by
1893 he was working on up to fourteen canvases at once.
In early 1894 he began preparing an exhibition of his
cathedral paintings, but was plagued by doubts over
whether he was up to the task. Twenty paintings in the
series were to be exhibited as a solo show at the gallery
of his art dealer, Durand-Ruel, in 1895. Believing that
this might be an opportunity to raise his market value,
he decided to demand 15,000 francs per painting.
Durand-Ruel was so appalled that he refused to be
involved in the actual sales and left the negotiations
to the painter himself. Most of the works were well
received in the press and would meet with acclaim in
other exhibitions, too. Although Monet never received
15,000 francs for his cathedrals during his lifetime, the
French state did at least pay 10,500 francs for the one
that it bought for the Musée du Luxembourg in Paris
in 1907.

LO N D O N

On July 19, 1870, Napoléon III declared war on Prussia.
Fearful of being conscripted, Monet ed to London at
the beginning of October that year, taking Camille and
their son Jean with him. There he met Paul DurandRuel, who was likewise a refugee and would become
Monet’s most important art dealer. Durand-Ruel’s rst
documented sale of a Monet work was in May 1871.
Together with Pissarro, Monet visited London’s many
museums and there admired the works of Joseph Mallord William Turner and John Constable. When the
war ended in late May 1871, Monet returned to France
via the Netherlands.
Although he would return to London on several
occasions in the following years, his stays would invariably be brief and motivated mainly by visits to fellow
painters. His desire to paint various views of the Thames
swathed in fog nevertheless comes up in several letters.
When his youngest son, Michel, went to London to
study, Monet, Alice, and Alice’s daughter Germaine paid
him a visit there in September 1899. They stayed at the
luxurious Savoy Hotel, which has excellent views of the
Thames. Monet was thus able to spend a whole month
painting Charing Cross Bridge to excess, dedicating
himself intensively to Waterloo Bridge later on. He
would return to London in the next two years, and in
1900 set up his easel in a room in St. Thomas’ Hospital
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that commanded an especially ne view of Westminster.
While there, Monet received a visit from Georges
Clemenceau, a personal friend of his and later an important French statesman, through whose good ofces
he was granted permission to paint in the Tower of
London—a dispensation he never made use of. The
thick fog that he woke up to toward the end of his stay
in 1901 was grounds enough for him to postpone his
departure. Many of the canvases begun in London were
actually nished back in Monet’s studio in Giverny.
There he also began to destroy some of them, admitting
to Durand-Ruel that “my mistake is to try to improve
them.” An exhibition of selected London paintings held
in Paris at Durand-Ruel’s in May 1904 met with great
acclaim.

GIVERNY

Monet signed a lease for a house with a plot of land in
Giverny and moved in on April 29, 1883, bought it in
1890, and lived there until his death, for over forty years
all told. Alice and her children moved in the very next
day after the lease was signed. The village near the
Seine is not far from Vernon, which is where the older
children went to school. The two-story house was big
enough to accommodate the large family, and the barn
was readily converted into a painting studio. In the rst

summer there, Monet built a boathouse so that he could
explore his environs in search of suitable motifs by boat.
He also began planting a garden, which soon became
an enduring passion. He painted views of the church
of Vernon as well as his rst elds with grainstacks. It
was on the tiny Île aux Orties, which Monet bought as a
place to moor his boats, that he painted Alice’s daughter
Suzanne with a parasol (Essai de gure en plein-air:
Femme à l’obrelle, 1886). Apart from his French painter
friends, he was visited by both the American painter
John Singer Sargent (in 1885 and 1887) and Georges
Clemenceau, the former of whom painted both Monet
and Blanche Hoschedé at work. The rst grainstacks
began to appear in late 1888. Monet traveled much less
after 1890 and tended to conne himself to just a few
motifs that he painted in series. He clearly felt at home
in Giverny and lavished a great amount of time (and
money) on the cultivation of his garden there, which
became a favorite preoccupation. Many of his motifs
were now to be found on his doorstep, among them
the aforementioned grainstacks, which in 1890–91 he
painted no fewer than twenty-ve times in varying
light. Ernest Hoschedé died in Paris in 1891 with his
wife, Alice, at his side. He was buried in Giverny. In the
spring of 1891 Monet began painting a series of a row
of poplars on the Epte River two kilometers away from
his home, which he visited in his studio boat. When the
poplars came up for auction in August of that year, he
paid the timber merchant to leave them standing until
he had nished painting them. A little less than a year
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later Monet and Alice married in Giverny. Work on their
property continued, and in early 1893 Monet purchased
the adjoining plot with the aim of creating a water lily
pond. In the summer of 1896 Monet began work on his
Matinée sur la Seine series, for which he set off for work
in his boat at half past three in the morning. In 1899 he
had a second studio built specically for the purpose
of nishing paintings begun en plein air, while the rst
studio, being larger, would henceforth serve mainly as a
showroom. Water lilies were becoming an increasingly
important subject by now, and in 1901 he purchased land
again, to enlarge his pond. He also had a third studio
built to allow him to commence work on the monumental water lily wall panels (the Grandes Décorations).
From 1909 on, Monet’s sight deteriorated to such an
extent that he had to undergo various operations,
notwithstanding his fears that these might change his
perception of color. Alice fell ill with a rare form of
leukemia and died in 1911, with a distraught Monet by
her side. Following the death of his son Jean, in 1914,
Blanche, who was both Monet’s stepdaughter and
daughter-in-law, moved into the house at Giverny and
cared for the deeply grieved artist. Yet he continued
painting, right to the end of his days, nding most of
his motifs in his own garden. It was also in Giverny that
Monet, who died of lung cancer on December 5, 1926,
would nd his nal resting place. He was buried in the
same grave as his son Jean (1914), his wife Alice (1911),
her rst husband, Ernest Hoschedé (1891), and their
daughters Suzanne (1899) and Marthe (1925).
The present chronology is based on the accounts provided in Charles F. Stuckey, “Chronology,” in Claude
Monet 1840–1926, exh. cat. The Art Institute of Chicago
(London and Chicago, 1995), p. 185–266; and quotations
cited from the artist’s letters published in Daniel
Wildenstein, Claude Monet: Biographie et catalogue
raisonné (Paris and Lausanne, 1974–91), vols. 1–5.

